
REPORT ON PAPER PRESENTATION 

ECE department has Conducted “PAPER PRESENTATION” on behalf of 

“AKHYANA” (students association) on 25/08/2018. Students of II and III Year B.Tech ECE 

students participated in this event.  

Total no. of PPT’s : 15   

Importance of PPT: 
 

Paper presentation plays an extravagant role in the student's life. There are many advantages 

of presenting a paper. Presenting a paper is very difficult but in the end seems to be very simple and 

easy. To present a paper we need to have maximum of two or three participants and each and every 

participant will be awarded with a certificate. Paper presentation is part of technical fest in every 

engineering college. Presenting paper in universities like IIT and NIT will add a lot of significance to 

the resume. It is not only adding value to the resume but also helps in developing various skills. To 

present a paper an abstract must be submitted on a predefined topic. It consists of rare information and 

presenting a paper can explore many hidden talents in you. These certificates play an eminent role at 

the times of interviews and this definitely brings a positive difference in you. 
 

Tips for presentation: 
 

 Be careful with the time as you might run short of time. 

 Never ever copy power point from net. 

 Be confident with the matter and practice co-ordination according slides. 

 Always make sure that you record your voice using voice recorder as it makes a lot of 

difference and you can locate your mistakes. 

 It is very important to practice point as many times as possible before stepping on to 

stage. 

 Practice maintaining good eye contact as it is becomes very effective and useful. 

 Keep your pitch raising and failing, always maintain an audible tone which is most 

important aspect. 

 Always make sure that you have good coordination with the other person. 

 The last things answer the question claimed by judges very confidently enough 

through if you are not sure of the answer. 
 

 


